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Lava Lamp Chemistry 
Make your own lava lamp using materials around the house while exploring chemical concepts! 
Materials Concepts to Explore 
● Clear plastic or glass cup/jar/bottle 
● Vegetable or baby oil 
● Water 
● Food coloring 
● Antacid tablets 
● Optional: flashlight (the flashlight feature on a cell 
phone works well) 
● Physical and chemical changes 
● Density 
● Polarity and Solubility 
● Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic substances 
● Intermolecular Forces 
Activity Format Procedure 
● Have students write down ​detailed 
observations​ and include ​drawings​ ​after each 
step​ as they work through the activity 
 
● Students may answer the focus questions using 
the “​Claim, Evidence, Reasoning​” format:  
○ Claim that answers the question 
○ Evidence from students' data 
○ Reasoning that involves a rule or scientific 
principle that describes why the evidence 
supports the claim 
1. Fill a clear cup or jar about ¼ full of tap water and 
the rest with vegetable oil (baby oil can be used 
as a substitute).  
2. Add 4 to 5 drops of food coloring to the cup 
3. Break an antacid tablet in half. Drop ½ of the 
tablet into the cup.  
4. Optional: take out your cell phone, turn on the 
flashlight feature, and carefully place the light 




1. What do you think causes substances to float or sink?  
2. What do you think causes the bubbling? 
3. Does the order that the substances are placed in the cup matter?  
4. What types of substances mix together more easily? What types of substances don’t mix together easily? 
Explain your answer by sketching a diagram showing the interaction between 
a. Two water molecules 
b. A water molecule and a food dye molecule 
c. A water molecule and a fat (oil) molecule 
 
Grades 6-8 
1. What is the difference between a physical and a chemical change? Classify each change you observed 
in this activity as either a physical or a chemical change.  
2. How does the reaction speed change over time? Do reactions last forever?  
3. How is density important to how a lava lamp works?  
4. How are hydrophobic and hydrophilic substances relevant to how your lava lamp works? Explain your 
answer by sketching a particulate diagram showing the interaction between 
a. Two water molecules 
b. A water molecule and a food dye molecule 
c. A water molecule and a fat (oil) molecule  
Grades 9-12 
1. Come up with a rule for what type of molecules (polar/nonpolar) will dissolve in each other. 
2. How is density important to how a lava lamp works?  
3. How is polarity pertinent to how a lava lamp works?  
4. How are intermolecular forces related to solubility? Explain your answer by sketching a particulate 
diagram showing the intermolecular forces between 
a. Two water molecules 
b. A water molecule and a food dye molecule 
c. A water molecule and a fat (oil) molecule  
Design/Extension Opportunities 
● Determine the optimal ratio of materials to create the “best” lava lamp 
● Make a lava lamp using other household materials 
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